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Message from the VNFN Coordinator

This past year, VNFNs, developed a mandate to strengthen our policy advocacy
and systems change work, which became a critical part of our efforts in 2022.
Together, we have been calling for budget investments and political action to help
strengthen our fragile food system. We are honoured to be working with
Vancouver’s diverse food organizations and activists and very excited to help build
a food justice vision for Vancouver.

The Vancouver Neighbourhood Food Networks (VNFNs) continue to grow our
efforts to address food injustice through a community model that prioritizes local
relations and builds on community skills and resources. We recognize that food
security is a core social determinant of health (SDH) and is impacted by a variety
of factors, including income inequality, gender, culture, physical wellbeing and
illness, community support, access to services and more. Working through the
SDH lens and community development approach allows the VNFN to help address
community food security needs and build community resilience.

VNFNs build strong community food cultures thanks to their unique model which
ensures that food programs respond appropriately and efficiently to the needs
within their respective neighbourhoods. VNFNs’ collective impact model builds on
the neighbourhoods’ efforts through a broad networked approach, by amplifying
the local efforts through collaboration as well as forming a collective voice city-
wide to address food policy issues on a more systemic level. VNFN’s food justice
model spans the entire food support continuum: from much-needed efforts in
basic food provision and community development to collective impact towards
systems change and food justice.

Despite our best efforts, our food systems are increasingly vulnerable as food
costs escalate and climate impacts are worsening. 2022 saw the largest rise in
food prices in 40 years, furthering the grim inequity in our communities. The many
media stories are finally acknowledging the limitations of the food charity model in
addressing this problem. Climate wise, BC set eleven October temperature records
amid a record-breaking drought, which killed tens of thousands of spawning
salmon in dry creek beds. The implications for this important Indigenous food
source are sobering.

Ian Marcuse 
VNFN Coordinator 

Local NFNs are actively engaged in these and more food concerns and we are
proud of the wide diversity of food programs that we run, and which continue to
enhance community well-being by improving access to food programs, food
education, literacy and skills, increased social connection and food engagement, as
well as improved food systems resilience. As a result, the VNFNs continue to help
foster a stronger food culture across Vancouver.



Collective Impact for Food
Systems Change

Neighbourhood-Based
Community Development

Neighbourhood-Based
Basic Food Provision 

VNFN Food Justice Model



Neighbourhood-Based
Basic Food Provision 

Also referred to as emergency food programs, a number of Food
Networks continue addressing the ever-increasing food insecurity needs
of  community members. According to the most recent reports, 1 in 6
Canadians experience food insecurity. While collectively, VNFNs work on
developing longer-term solutions to addressing root causes of food
insecurity, our food provision programs respond to the  everyday
challenges of community food availability, accessibility, and affordability. 

NFNs’ food provision programs, destigmatize traditional food “charity” by
rooting these supports in community care and wrap-around services,
providing quality and culturally appropriate foods, eliminating means
testings, maintaining strong social connection and strengthening
community empowerment. We highlight two of the many NFNs
providing emergency food supports to their communities. 

Tarasuk V, Li T, Fafard St-Germain AA. (2022) Household food insecurity in Canada, 2021. Toronto: Research to identify policy options to reduce food insecurity (PROOF). Retrieved from https://proof.utoronto.ca/

https://proof.utoronto.ca/


"It was the first place that ever felt like home." 
-Jemal, Club Freedom former participant and now staff
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CityReach Care Society: 
Club Freedom
Walking into CityReach’s "Club Freedom" program, you will see
greeters at the door welcoming guests with a smile. You'll hear live
music as the aroma of a hearty, hot meal fills the air. People come in
from the heat, rain or cold to find a safe place and a warm meal. Club
Freedom runs 52 weeks a year, as it has been doing for 20 years.

Each week, over 200 people are served a nutritious plate of home-
style food. Many of the guests are facing homelessness, living with the
effects of poverty, injustice, trauma, addiction, or mental health
concerns. Their stories are often revealed over time, but no questions
are asked at the door. No ID is required. Everyone is welcome.

Club Freedom is more than a meal program. It is an opportunity for
connection, conversation, and even celebration. By working
alongside other organizations providing services, Club Freedom helps
with housing referrals, free life coaching and mentorship, assistance
with referrals into detox and other supports.



"It's nice to be in my own neighbourhood and I also meet some more of my neighbours
here. The fruits and vegetables are really helpful as they are usually so expensive. I

always feel welcome here and appreciate that I am also encouraged to participate. I
can’t always participate but it’s nice to be asked" 

- LC, program participant Photo credit: Amy Weeks

Strathcona Community Centre:
Backpack Program
The Strathcona Backpack Program supports 150 families’ access to healthy foods. Every
Friday, families are welcomed into the Backpack Market area where they can pick up a
selection of fresh fruits & vegetables, as well as choose from a variety of pantry and
freezer items. Like other VNFN food access programs, this program is much more.

It is a gathering that welcomes people to the community centre where a more complete
social supports are provided. The welcome area provides teas, snacks and a space where
participants can share experiences, knowledge and deepen friendships. Participants are
encouraged to share their cultural celebrations such as Chinese New Year, Ramadan &
Indigenous People’s Day. Many amazing community partners such as People Plants and
Homes, the Downtown Eastside Neighbourhood House and the Strathcona Dental Clinic
join us and share information about their programs. Families are invited to participate in
our annual community kitchens, workshops and summer berry picking trips.



Neighbourhood-Based
Community Development

Community development is the core of our work - it builds upon local
knowledge and expertise. Communities are  partners in addressing the
needs of vulnerable community members, by facilitating social support,
inclusion and participation. NFNs help build community capacity,
develop solidarity and promote grassroots action to strengthen our
food systems at the neighbourhood level. 

All Food Networks leverage this community-based work by working
within extended local networks and varied program partnerships. The
VNFN programs featured here are just a few of many, but highlight the
diverse approaches that each Network takes to build a more just,
equitable and resilient local food systems.



"I really enjoyed attending programming at the Food Forest. I like going there
because they have authentic Indigenous knowledge keepers, art programming and
gardening. I really like to learn about different plants and their uses. This summer I
was really excited to watch a hummingbird take care of her little baby"

-Sam, program participant Photo credit: Gillian Der

Renfrew-Collingwood Food Justice:Renfrew-Collingwood Food Justice:
Norquay Community Food ForestNorquay Community Food Forest
The Food Forest is a learning space for regenerative growing methods as well as
an area for animal habitat. Its focus integrates the traditional ecological
knowledge of Indigenous communities.  Located on a small suburban street lot,
this food forest has partnered with 19 community organizations and is a
wonderful example of the naturalization of urban spaces. It contains many
indigenous plants, including camus, thimbleberry, labrador tea, hazelnuts,
blueberries and many more.

Over the past summer, the team has integrated more Indigenous medicine plants,
contributed to their community seed library, and cultivated mushrooms into logs.
They also ran an art program painting benches, held harvesting and preserving
workshops, and hosted schools classes for plant-focused tours. The Food Forest
is open for all to take medicines, seeds, and foods. 



“It's a difficult time and they are filling a big chunk of my weekly food needs" 
  - Program Participant

Photo credit: Leon Khan

Included is the Market Greens Rx program
that helps people with diet-related health
challenges access fresh produce. Community
members are referred to the market by their
health care practitioner and are provided a
gift card that can be used to purchase fruits
and vegetables. This program supports
approximately 40 households. 
 

Kiwassa Neighbourhood House:
Low-Cost Produce Market
Kiwassa Neighbourhood House hosts a
weekly low-cost produce market that sells
fresh fruits, vegetables, and prepared foods
while also featuring local vendors,
community organizations, workshops, music,
and art performances that creates a
welcoming and vibrant gathering place.
Kiwassa subsidizes market expenses (staff,
materials) through grants and fundraising,
and is able to offer food at affordable prices
for the whole community. Such economic
exchange removes the stigma associated
with traditional charity. 

This year Kiwassa was excited to partner
with the Tsawwassen First Nation Farm
School, and is now able to offer a selection of
local organic fruits and vegetables, improving
food quality and supporting climate
resiliency.



"I think one of the coolest aspects of the program I have seen so far is the
way it changes people's perspectives on space. Whether it be volunteers,

homeowners, or individuals passing by, people are surprised and excited to
see how much food can be grown in a front yard!"

 
-Breagha, Program Coordinator

Photo credit: Brianna Thompson

Little Mountain Food Network:Little Mountain Food Network:
Yard Garden Harvest ProjectYard Garden Harvest Project  
Yard Garden Harvest Project (YGHP) has partnered with five neighbours turning
their lawns into food scapes, with a total of 1639 lbs. of food that was
harvested this year. YGHP is part of the Food Hub at Little Mountain
Neighbourhood House and grows food for the Food Distribution Program,
supporting 80 households with fresh, culturally appropriate produce, according
to community food preferences. 

By expanding food growing space and increasing access to organic produce, the
project builds community control over the local food system. It helps deepen
community connections and supports equity and community well-being. There
is enormous potential in scaling up such urban agriculture initiatives in
Vancouver through supportive City policy, which could help offset both
greenhouse gas emissions and vulnerable food supply chains via localized food
production.  



“Seed libraries are a great idea! We really appreciate being able
to get a variety of seeds to plant without having to buy a whole

packet of each. Thanks for doing this!”   
  -Program Participant Photo credit: Village Vancouver

Village Vancouver: 
Seed Libraries
As part of its Community Food Resilience Program, Village
Vancouver (VV) hosts over 20 seed libraries at Vancouver Public
Library branches, Community Centres, MLA community offices,
and more.  VV also gives out seeds to the public at workshops,
street fairs and regularly makes seed donations to school and
community gardens. VV gave out over 300,000 free seeds in
2022 to thousands of community members. VV offers seed
saving workshops, seed and gardening resources, and
opportunities to garden collaboratively at many of Vancouver’s
community gardens.



Photo credit: Jordan Bultitude

"Too often, food-insecure neighbours are forced to depend on unreliable, unhealthy, and
undesirable food sourced from ad-hoc charity. As pandemic circumstances shift, we are

re-evaluating our approach beyond providing emergency food access and aim to question
the power dynamics that create marginalization within our food system. What if we built

caring and compassionate systems instead?” 
-Jordan Baltitude, Gordon Neighbourhood House 

Gordon Neighbourhood House's systems change project to address
food justice and poverty reduction is unique to Vancouver’s West
End. Guided by our peer research team, consisting of neighbours
who have lived experience with food insecurity, we are bringing
people together to build local food systems that work for the
community. We are building advocacy pathways to affirm our right
to food, while developing food initiatives that prioritize and reflect
the voices in our neighbourhood. Our vision is a community-driven
food system that fosters equitable access, intercultural exchange and
dialogue, healthy eating, diverse food traditions, sustainable
production, capacity-building, and connection to the land and each
other. 

Gordon Neighbourhood House: 
Food Justice Initiative 



Photo credit: Connell Shandler

“I appreciate the inclusive nature of this group, as well as the
diversity of ideas and expertise, and connections made.   It means a

lot to know that so many people care and want change in our
community."  

-WFC Member 

Westside Food Collaborative: 
Impact Network
Westside Food Collaborative (WFC) is a neighbourhood food
network, hosted by Kitsilano Neighbourhood House. WFC brings
together non-profit service providers, agencies, grassroots groups
and community members in a collective impact effort towards just
and sustainable food system in the Westside. In the past year,
WFC worked on rebuilding member engagement post-pandemic,
and now includes 18 partners. 

WFC facilitates space for collaborative learning and knowledge
sharing that spark connections and partnerships, such as Kitsilano
Neighbourhood House becoming a home for the new Community
Fridge and Pantry. WFC produces and regularly updates a free
and low-cost food resource guide to share about the supports
available in the community, and raises awareness on the issue of
“hidden” food insecurity in the Westside through social media and
community outreach efforts. WFC engages in political advocacy
and is now working on developing a community food vision,
informed by the lived experience of the community members.
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Collective Impact for Food
Systems Change

The VNFNs maintain a strong collective impact approach through our
work to build up and strengthen individual Networks who come together
on a regular basis to create a unified voice and ensure that food equity
and justice remain an important policy issue. 

The VNFN collective provides an important space for more in-depth
discussion, sharing of struggles and challenges, peer support, learning,
creative problem solving, and collaboration. This is a key aspect to the
neighbourhood-based model where lived experience and knowledge from
the local neighbourhood context can be brought forward at the city-wide
level where this work can be communicated, amplified and help inform
collective policy advocacy efforts.



Collective Impact for Food
Systems Change

Network Building

Supported the Mount Pleasant Food Network post-COVID recovery
which saw Food Stash assume coordination and the reconvening of
their many partners to explore program focus moving forward. 

Supported the Westside Food Collaborative’s post-COVID recovery
in rebuilding and re-energizing their network of food programming
Westside agencies. 

Provided support to the Cedar Cottage Food Network (CCFN) who
saw a loss of critical core funding to run their programs. Problem
solving and work to strengthen and sustain this Network is on-going. 

Co-partner in the Downtown Eastside Indigenous Sovereignty Food
Hub development with the VNFN bringing its skills to this work of
creating a new food hub based on Indigenous food systems. 

Updating the Vancouver Food Assets Map, as an important source
for local food information. 

Participated in the Little Mountain Food Network's Community
Food Resilience Toolkit development.

Organized an internal Anti-oppression training to better
understand internal oppression and power relations, while
working to establish stronger group agreements and conflict
resolution process

Updated the VNFN Terms of Reference to better reflect the
diversity of Vancouver's food movement and build more inclusion
into the VNFN coalition.

Collaborated on a recent Grow Grant for urban agriculture
initiatives which saw several Networks working together in this
grant application.

Participating member of the BC Gateway Community of Practice,
where we learn from other food practitioners, with particular
focus on decolonizing our food system work. 



Collective Impact for Food
Systems Change

Communications

Redesigned the VNFN website providing improved usability and
blog postings. We saw 7,609 site visits this year. 

Expanded our social media presence by adding Instagram and
YouTube. Our Facebook audience grew by 27%. We achieved a
page reach of 23,790. Our Twitter audience was up to 9,876
monthly impressions and 5X growth from last year. 

Created a new VNFN newsletter with 288 subscribers currently.
Our newsletters have generated an average of 48% open rate.

Collaborated with Fresh Roots in the film screening of Food
that Feeds Us and Decolonizing Our Urban Foodscapes
panel presentation. 117 people attended the film screening
with 50 attendees at the discussion.

Submitted three articles to the Right to Food Zine -
Protecting Intangible Cultural Food Heritage in
K’emk’emeláy (Vancouver), ALIVE Indigenous Food Program,
Food Systems at the Ada’itsx (Fairy Creek) blockade.



Collective Impact for Food
Systems Change

Advocacy

Participated in the Vantage Point Systems Change training learning  
about effective social impact campaigns and launched the
#VoteFoodSecurity Campaign, raising awareness about food
security issues in the recent municipal elections. 

Co-led the Vancouver's municipal elections Food Justice Town
Hall. 250 people and 22 candidates were in attendance, who heard
from 8 diverse food practitioners presenting bold new food system
visions for the City of Vancouver. 

Co-lobbied with the Vancouver Food Policy Council to reinsert a
$12 million food systems gap in Vancouver's Capital budget,
resulting in a nominal $600,000 restored for the DTES Indigenous
Food Sovereignty Hub and the South Van Food Hub.

Working with over a dozen other food organizations to convene a
broad, inclusive, and cross-sector of food as a means of building
political voice and action to advance a food justice vision in
Vancouver.

Co-partnered with the Joyce Street Action Network, Sliced
Mango Collective, Renfrew Collingwood Food Justice, Hua
Foundation, Punjabi Market Regeneration Collective, and
Chinatown Legacy Stewardship Group on a Vancouver
municipal election advocacy campaign to protect and support
cultural food assets in Vancouver.

Participants in the United Way Public Policy Institute to learn
about and work towards a “Collaborative and Systems Change
Approach to Addressing Food Insecurity in Vancouver” where
we hope to advance the VNFN model to help address food
insecurity.

Participating member of Basic Income BC, BC Poverty
Reduction Coalition, and the Global Solidarity Alliance for
Health, Food and  Social Justice where we are actively working
on social policy to address food insecurity and poverty.  



Donate at paypal.com/paypalme/vanfoodnetworks

Join Food Justice Movement in Vancouver! 
vancouverfoodnetworks.com

@vancouver.food.networks

twitter.com/VanFoodNetworks

info@vancouverfoodnetworks.com

facebook.com/vancouverfoodnetworks
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http://vancouverfoodnetworks.com/
https://www.instagram.com/vancouver.food.networks/
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